ACTIVITY AND ENTERTAINMENT IDEAS FROM STIRRUPS HOTEL
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ESCAPE THE CRIME

MISSING LINK

GREEN HOUSE

LEGO ANIMATION

You have been accused of committing a
gangland murder, but you have one
opportunity to crack the clues and codes
to identify the actual murderer and
exonerate your team! The crime scene
has been untouched for 3 months, and
the police have called YOU in to attempt
to clear your name! Teams race towards
piecing together the details of the
whodunnit, once they duck under the
crime scene tape each team is provided
with a locked briefcase containing
dossiers on their “persons of interest”.

Missing Link underlines the importance
placed on groups, working both as
separate units and all together as one
body. The event literally builds up to a
grand finale where individual elements
are all brought together, and the teams
unite to achieve a common goal! As the
teams interpret their briefs, they will soon
realise that they must communicate and
cooperate, rather than compete against
the other teams. The modules then
interconnect to create the “Missing Link”!

Green House is a team building event
that will test your awareness of the
processes through which the everyday
family home can be made completely
energy-efficient and self-sufficient… by
building your very own replica house! As
we go about our busy everyday lives, we
may not stop to think or realise that each
action within our own home has an
impact on the environment…. And the
simple possibilities that exist when we
truly consider how sustainability applies
to us all.

Not only is Lego the biggest selling toy of
all time, but it also now features in a
series of animated movies – and this is
your chance to produce a Lego movie of
your own as you learn the art of Stop
Motion Animation! Lego Animation is an
unusual and highly creative session,
stretching participants to communicate
ideas in new ways whilst experiencing
the benefit of a strong teamwork,
planning and production exercise.

DURATION
GUEST NO’S

DURATION
GUEST NO’S

DURATION
GUEST NO’S

DURATION
GUEST NO’S

60 MINS
From 8

VIDEO COMING SOON!

90 - 120 MINS
From 10

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

150 MINS
From 8

VIDEO COMING SOON!

150 – 180 MINS
From 4

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO
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GAME YOUR THRONES

SCRAPHEAP CHALLENGE

NINJA WORKOUT

DRAGSTER RACE

Inspired by the iconic show, Game Your
Thrones is a challenging event requiring
mental skill and physical ability as teams
compete to ascend the throne! Game
Your Thrones aims to challenge each
team with riotous tendencies - ensuring
only those who work together gain
ownership of The Seven Kingdoms. This
challenge will involve all your team, with
the winning team being awarded the
honour of ascending our giant Iron
Throne!

Scrapheap Challenge is a collaborative
event of problem solving and teamwork
that is designed to bring the group
together by pooling resources and ideas
in order to overcome the daunting task
that is facing them! The wider group
shall be split into more manageable
smaller groups to ensure constant
involvement – and after a briefing and
demonstration
from
our
Event
Managers, be confronted with a pile of
equipment which at first glance may
appear destined for the scrapyard…

Inspired by the Ninja Warrior TV craze
and popularity of mass participation
assault courses, Ninja Workout is a lighthearted recreation of this format in a
competitive but not too taxing or
intimidating event! The team will be put
safely through their paces in a series of
fun challenges, competing not as
individuals but instead to be the overall
winning team.

Take a step into the unknown and
unusual, by designing, building, and
finally testing your very own Dragster
Car in this highly unique and engaging
team-based event! Each team is given
exactly the same equipment to build their
own model-sized racing Dragster – yet
only one team shall emerge victorious in
the final drag race…meaning that
testing, design and collaboration as a
team ultimately determine the outcome.

DURATION
GUEST NO’S

DURATION
GUEST NO’S

DURATION
GUEST NO’S

DURATION
GUEST NO’S

2 – 2.5 HOURS
8 - 192

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

60 - 90 MINS
10 – 360

VIDEO COMING SOON!

90 MINS
8 – 150

CLICK HERE FOR PICTURES

90 - 120 MINS
8 – 210

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO
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HORSES FOR COURSES

MURDER MYSTERY

GAMES & SIMULATORS

PLAY YOUR GAMES RIGHT

Not just your standard race night, Horses
for Courses is a sure-fire winner! With all
the fun of the races, we sort the rookies
from the bookies as your guests gamble
their fun money in an attempt to ‘clean
up’ in this fabulous evening of
entertainment! After a brief introduction,
the Tote opens for the first race and your
guests are invited to “place their bets”.

The scene is set... the tables are laid, the
wine is chilled and the waiters are ready.
The last thing we need now is for one of
the guests to drop down dead with a
knife in their back! Our Murder Mysteries
are the perfect over-dinner diversion:
high quality, informal, but most of all, fun!
Guests work collaboratively in pairs or
larger teams to solve the crime and
receive their prizes at the denouement
finale.

Whether you’re testing your response
time on Batak, balancing on the Surf
Simulator, experiencing the balance
beam through virtual reality or racing
laps in an F1 car, all our games are great
fun and offer an exciting enhancement to
any event. The games are achievable,
interesting and fun and the event is run
on an informal basis with guests taking
part at their leisure.

Ever wanted to be a contestant on a
classic Game show? Well, here’s your
chance to take part in them all! ‘Play
Your Games Right’ comprises of more
than a dozen shows from days gone by
to popular hits on your screen now. Each
team is armed with a completely wireless
remote ‘slammer’ to ‘buzz in’ with the
answer and hear their unique
programmed sound.

DURATION
GUEST NO’S

DURATION
GUEST NO’S

DURATION
GUEST NO’S

DURATION
GUEST NO’S

60 - 90 MINS
10 - 120

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

10 - 180 MINS
10 – 120

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

60 - 180 MINS
UNLIMITED

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

60 - 90 MINS
10 – 120

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO
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PROHIBITION BALL

ELECTRIC 80’S

CIRCUS SPECTACULAR

FIRE AND ICE

The 20’s was an era of Goodfellas,
Flappers and the Mob making a mint,
so join us for a night to remember at
our speakeasy nightclub in downtown
Chicago.

Dig out those Ra Ra skirts, dust off the
leg warmers and party on down to the
electrifying sounds of the 80’s.
Dazzling colour and giant 80’s
memorabilia inviting you to dance the
night away with top tunes on an
illuminated dance floor or lose yourself
in memories with retro arcade games.

Have you got what it takes to survive
the Ladies and Gentlemen welcome to
the spectacular world of death-defying
acrobatics, juggling, plate spinning and
entertainment that marks the Circus
Ring!

Our Fire and Ice themed evening will
prove that opposites really do attract as
two unique colour schemes come
together with dramatic effect. Feel the
drastic change in temperature as our
red-hot entertainment and ice-cold
theming truly stimulate your senses.

Experience the sparkle and vibrant
colour of the circus, try your hand at
the carnival concourse games and if
you’re brave enough…even risk your
neck in the big cat’s jaws!

Host a magical evening by bringing
these two themes together with simple
but effective room and table dressing,
all surrounded by atmospheric lighting.

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

Here elegant theming is teamed with
classic entertainment and if you have a
flair for the Charleston, or fancy a roll
of the dice, luck will certainly be a lady
tonight!

CLICK HERE FOR PHOTOS!

Transport your guests back to the
iconic 80’s with pink and green table
linen, Rubik’s cubes, giant musical
props and even an illuminated dance
floor!
CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

